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Summary 
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•  ROOT in a Nutshell

•  Python + ROOT (PyROOT) examples at CERN
•  JuPyROOT: Integration of Jupyter notebooks and PyROOT

•  SWAN: a Service for Web based ANalysis



ROOT in a Nutshell



What can you do with ROOT?
LHC collision in CMS: 
event display, also done with ROOT!
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ROOT in a Nutshell 
ROOT is a software toolkit which provides building blocks for
•  Data processing
•  Data analysis
•  Data visualisation
•  Data storage

ROOT is written mainly in C++ (C++11 standard)
•  Bindings for Python and other languages* provided

Adopted in High Energy Physics and other sciences (but also industry)
•  ~0.5 ExaBytes of data in ROOT format on the LHC Computing Grid
•  Fits and parameters’ estimations for discoveries (e.g. the Higgs)
•  Thousands of ROOT plots in scientific publications

An	Open	Source	Project	
All	contribu,ons	are	warmly	
welcome!	

*	Atm	only	Python	for	the	6	series	 5	

LGPL2



Some of the Functionalities 
ROOT a framework for a variety of activities, for example:
•  Data analysis: histograms, graphs, trees

•  I/O: row-wise, column-wise storage of any C++ object

•  Multiprocessing sub-framework (map, map-reduce …)

•  Statistical tools (RooFit/RooStats): rich modeling and statistical inference

•  Math: non trivial functions (e.g. Erf, Bessel), optimised math functions (VDT), linear 
algebra

•  C++ interpretation and JIT: fully C++11 (and optionally C++14) compliant

•  Machine Learning (TMVA): e.g. Boosted decision trees, neural networks

•  And more: HTTP server,  JavaScript visualisation, advanced graphics (2D, 3D, event 

display).
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Prestigious Discoveries with ROOT 
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… guess who is also using it … 
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ROOT Application Domains 

Event	Filtering	

Data	 Reco	Raw	 Analysis	
Formats	…	 Images	

Data	Storage:	Local,	Network	

ReconstrucAon	

Further	
processing,	
skimming	

Offline	Processing	

Analysis	

Event	
SelecAon,	
staAsAcal	

treatment	…	

A	selecAon	of	the	
experiments	
adopAng	ROOT	
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Graphics In ROOT 
Many formats for data analysis, and not only, plots
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3D Graphics 
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Interpreter 
ROOT is shipped with a C++ interpreter, CLING
•  C++ interpretation: non trivial, not foreseen by the language!
•  One of its kind: Just In Time (JIT) compilation
•  A C++ interactive shell

Can interpret “macros” (non compiled programs)
•  Rapid prototyping possible

ROOT provides also a Python interface:
•  Can use Python interpreter directly after a simple import ROOT
•  Possible to “mix” the two languages (see more in the following slides!)
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C++ Interpretation 
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~->	root	
root	[0]	i	=	4	
(int)	4	
root	[1]	TH1F	h("myHisto","Histogram	Title",	64,	-4,	4)	
(TH1F	&)	Name:	myHisto	Title:	Histogram	Title	NbinsX:	64	
root	[2]	h.FillRandom("gaus")	
root	[3]	h.GetSkewness()	
(Double_t)	0.00699916	
…	

Many analyses steered with interpreted C++ macros!



The Python Interface 
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$>	python	
Python	2.7.6	(default,	Sep		9	2014,	15:04:36)		
[GCC	4.2.1	CompaAble	Apple	LLVM	6.0	(clang-600.0.39)]	on	darwin	
Type	"help",	"copyright",	"credits"	or	"license"	for	more	informaAon.	
>>>	import	ROOT	
>>>	h	=	ROOT.TH1F(‘myHisto’,’Histogram	Title’,	64,	-4,	4)	
>>>	h.FillRandom(‘gaus’)	
>>>	h.GetSkewness()	
0.00699916	
…	



Interactivity without Bindings 
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Superior interpreter and typesystem: no need of hand made bindings for 
interactivity



Melting Python and C++ 
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See the Seamless Melting of Python and C++ contribution 
for all the details:

https://indico.cern.ch/event/487416/contributions/2174917



Python and C++ usage 
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Source: ROOT Users’ Workshop 2015 
http://indico.cern.ch/event/349459/contributions/822821�

What	languages	do	you	know?	

Which	ROOT	interfaces	do	you	use?	



Selected Examples of
PyROOT Usages at CERN



HEP Experiments Frameworks 
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•  Data processing of experiments managed by a Framework
•  E.g. AliROOT, Basf2, Gaudi, CMSSW

•  Software bus model to orchestrate the data processing algorithms + ancillary 

components (e.g. Services to interface to condition DBs, I/O functionalities)

•  Same C++ code (factored in libraries) configured by many parameters
•  E.g. (long) list of algorithms to execute, selection criteria to be applied at the 

High Level Trigger, input and output location, algorithm specific non-data 

inputs

Two possibilities:

1)  Invent a DSL to express parameters

2)  Rely on something that exists
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Gaudi	configuraHon:	
•  ConfiguraAon	was	

expressed	by	“job	opAon	
files”	

•  Domain	Specific	Language	

hJps://gitlab.cern.ch/gaudi	
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Gaudi	configuraHon:	
•  Now	Python	and	PyROOT	based	
•  Rely	on	exisAng	syntax	
•  ScripAng,	pickling,	management	

of	jobs:	more	scalability	and	
clarity.	



Users’ Code Too! 
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Density	EsAmaAon	Trees:	exploratory	data	analysis	
for	mulA-dimensional	data	models	of	large	samples.		

arXiv:1502.00932	
L.	Anderlini	(LHCb)	

https://gitlab.cern.ch/landerli/density-estim
ation-trees



Data Quality Monitoring (DQM) 
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•  Experiment’s software: million of lines of code, O(100) libraries, 
constantly developed and improved

•  Need to assess continuously quality of final Physics results
•  Traditional unit and integration testing not enough
•  Produce and compare with references thousands of histos of 

Physics quantities (E.g. energy of electrons, charge of muons, 
tracking efficiency..)

•  Many releases of experiments software, many Physical quantities: 
need automated way to statistically compare large sets of 
histograms!



An Approach from CMS 
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Concretely these histogram comparisons mean: 
•  Fetch histograms from central histos DB (ROOT format),

•  Navigate file system like structure in ROOT files
•  Apply statistical tests

•  Produce plots
•  Produce web pages with aggregated results

PyROOT comes to rescue: the RelMon tool

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/RelMon



CMS: The RelMon Tool 
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Yes,	many	
histograms!	

Regression	
between	two	
soqware	
releases	

Credits:
EP/CMG-CO



CMS: The RelMon Tool 
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Campaigns

•  Lots	of	comparisons	
•  OperaAons	to	be	automated	
Need	Python	interfaced	with	a	C++	
library	for	performance	reasons:	
PyROOT	is	the	ideal	soluHon	

Credits:
EP/CMG-CO



PyCOOL 
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More interesting details in the contribution of A. Valassi Python 
bindings for C++ using PyROOT/cppyy: the experience 
from PyCool in COOL

http://indico.cern.ch/event/487416/contributions/2174905



Integration with Jupyter



Interlude: The Notebook 
A web-based interactive computing interface and platform 
that combines code, equations, text and visualisations.

In a nutshell: an “interactive shell opened within the 
browser” Also	called:	

“Jupyter	Notebook”	or	“IPython	Notebook”	

Many	supported	languages:	Python,	Haskell,	
Julia,	R	…	One	generally	speaks	about	a	“kernel”	
for	a	specific	language	

hJp://www.jupyter.org	
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No excuses possible when it comes to 
describe all steps in an analysis!



JuPyROOT 
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Full integration of PyROOT with Jupyter Notebooks
•  “import ROOT”: only action required to activate all goodies!

•  Inlining of plots as images or JavaScript interactive graphics
•  Magics to JIT or compile C++ code for acceleration

•  Immediately usable in Python!
•  Tab completion for name and methods of classes known to ROOT

•  Capturing of output from C++ libraries

“Like before, but better”



Notebook Examples Online 
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A Service for Web based 
ANalysis at CERN: SWAN



SWAN 
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A service for analysing data in the Cloud only with a web 
browser, using the CERN software suite and relying on existing 
CERN services in production

https://swan.web.cern.ch

Promotes CERN software suite and services, proposes widely adopted 
analysis ecosystems.



Data Analysis as a Service 
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•  Platform independent: only with a web browser
–  Analyse data via the Notebook web interface
–  No need to install and configure software

•  Calculations, input and results “in the cloud”
•  Allow easy sharing of scientific results: plots, data, code

–  Storage is crucial, both mass (EOS) and synchronised (CERNBox)

•  Simplify teaching of data processing and programming
•  Eases analysis reproducibility and documentation
•  C++, Python and other languages or analysis “ecosystems”

–  Interfaced to widely adopted scientific libraries
–  e.g. Pandas, Numpy, ROOT, matplotlib, …



Novel Idea, Production Technologies  
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SWAN relies on production technologies at CERN. In a nutshell:
•  CPU: CERN OpenStack instance

•  CERN Credentials (SSO)
•  Software: LCG releases on CVMFS

–  ~200 packages: fastjet, ROOT, Geant4, Pythia, matplotlib…

•  Storage, in two flavours:
–  Mass: EOS (the storage backend of HEPData too!)

–  Synchronised: CERNBox (the “home directory” in SWAN)

•  Same storage backend of user and experiments data.
•  Software building blocks for data analysis
•  Share code, results and derived data with colleagues



SWAN In Action 
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Conclusions 
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•  ROOT, a widely used, production grade framework for HEP data 
processing can be used via its Python interface, PyROOT
–  Other C++ libraries can be then used too, w/o bindings! Free and open source!

•  PyROOT: widely adopted by the experiments at LHC (and not only)
–  E.g. onfiguration management, validation and in users’ analysis setups

•  Full integration with Jupyter technology
–  Notebooks, interactive graphics, reproducibility, documentation

•  SWAN: a CERN Service for Web based Analysis
–  PyROOT only with your browser

–  CERNBox, EOS, CERN and external software available with a click

–  Promotes CERN Services and Software assets within the Organisation



Backup 
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Persistency (I/O) 
How does it work?
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C++	
Classes/structs	
Interfaces	

(e.g.	header	files)	

XML/C++	
SelecAon	metadata	
(transient	members,	
versioning,	morphing)	

DicAonary	
generaAon	

C++	
DicAonary	(info	for	
registraAon	of	
classes	in	ROOT	

Core)	

C++	
Classes/structs	
implementaAons	

Compiler	

Shared	
Library	



Persistency (I/O) 
How does it work?
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Shared	
Library	Shared	
Library	Shared	
Library	Shared	
Library	

ROOT	Core	
	

Needed,	
Discovered,	

Loaded	

AutomaAc	
registraAon	

Now	ROOT	“knows”	how	to	serialise	the	instances	implemented	in	the	library	(series	
of	data	members,	type,	transiency)	and	to	write	them	on	disk	in	row	or	column	
format.	



The	ROOT	file	format	is	the	format	of	HEP	
•  Some	sporadic	excepAon	in	very	specialised	and	controlled	environments	(e.g.	

Raw	data	of	LHCb)	
	
This	is	its	complete	descripAon.	

The ROOT file Format 
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Provided	and	desirable	features	
•  Simple:	“keys”	on	disk,	easily	described	and	open	source	
•  Demonstrated	reliability:	easy	recovery,	self	describing	(descripAon	of	data	

stored	with	the	data)	
•  Efficient:	compressed	data,	opAons	available	for	compression	algorithms	
•  Remote	reading	over	the	network	over	already	available	protocols	
•  Backward/forward	compaAbility	

The ROOT file Format 
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ROOT web site: the source of information and help for ROOT users
•  For beginners and experts
•  Downloads, installation instructions
•  Documentation of all ROOT classes
•  Manuals, tutorials, presentations and more
•  Forum 
•  …

https://root.cern.ch 
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Preemptive Trouble Shooting 
? What could be the advantage of learning this software technology?
! 1. Batteries included: you have all the tools to process, store, analyse 
and visualise data in one single kit.
! 2. You join a huge community, O(104) users + a very supportive team 
of core developers

? Why C++ and not a scripting language?!
! Performance. Support for languages like Python

? Why prompt and libraries instead of a GUI?
! ROOT is a programming framework, not an office suite. 
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Parallelism in ROOT 
Data Parallelism (vectorisation):
•  VC Library
•  VDT Math Library

Task Parallelism - Multithreading and Multiprocessing
•  Renovated thread awareness
•  Production grade Proof
•  Novel MultiProc facility
•  Implicit parallelism
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At the Core 

ROOT: modular, with synergy among its components
Slim Core (“orchestration framework”) containing

•  Management of global configuration settings
•  A type system: classes, functions, methods, enumerators known 

to ROOT (highly non C++ standard!)
•  Plugin registration mechanism: no need to load all libraries at start-

up (link), just if needed, at runtime
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